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Description Description 2023 KZ Connect SE C231BHKSE, KZ Connect SE travel trailer
C231BHKSE highlights: Queen Murphy Bed Double-Size Bunks U-Shaped Dinette
Outdoor Kitchen Trunk Door Camping can be comfortable when you park this
trailer at the campsite! You will have sleeping space for eight between the popular
double-size bunks next to the full bathroom, the queen Murphy bed up front with a
sofa to utilize during the daytime, and the U-shaped dinette within the slide out
which also includes a wardrobe/storage cabinet. The cook has a galley kitchen
with full amenities including a pantry and L-shaped counter with a large sink. They
also have the choice of making meals outdoors on the outside kitchen with a
griddle. You will find outside storage in the front pass-through compartment for
your larger outdoor gear, plus the trunk door allows access to the interior. Each
Connect SE travel trailer by KZ includes an NXG frame foundation that is
constructed with high-strength low-alloy prime steel, uses the CNC controlled rail
fabrications and camber, plus eliminates frame failures, construction issues, and
corrosion! The Climate package provides added insulation to extend your
camping season year-round with a fully enclosed, insulated and heated
underbelly to protect the tanks and pipes. Some top features include the 17-inch
range with illuminated control knobs, the seamless countertops with a deep
undermount stainless steel kitchen sink including a sink cover for added
countertop space, and a black high-rise faucet. You will also enjoy the KZ Engage
package that is powered by OneControl to monitor and control the battery levels,
the slide(s), the leveling system, the awning(s), plus the inside and outside
lighting. Choose your favorite today! Sleeps 8 Slideouts 1

0 mi
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2023 Kz Connect SE C231BHKSE $39,987
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 1AS265A
VIN Number: 4EZTL242XP7061500
Condition: Pre-Owned

Item address 9600 Ashville Hwy, 29349, Inman, South Carolina, United States
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